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Several balloon campaigns have been conducted in the past

to measure the electrical environment of the antarctic strato-
sphere. Three more antarctic balloon campaigns are planned
for the austral summer of 1991-1992. In the balloon campaigns
conducted by the University of Houston at Siple Station in
1980-1981 (Byrne et al. 1988) and at Amundsen-Scott South
Pole Station in 1985-1986 (Bering et al. 1986), we observed
variations in electric field and conductivity measurements that
were shown by Byrne et al. (1990) to be a result of photoelectric
emissions from the balloon payloads. In future balloon meas-
urements, variations that are due to photoelectric contami-
nation need to be recognized as such and not misinterpreted
as stemming from geophysical processes.

The flux of solar ultraviolet radiation that penetrates to a
given altitude in the stratosphere is a function of the solar flux
incident on the top of the atmosphere; the solar zenith angle;
the molecular oxygen and ozone absorption cross sections; the
Rayleigh scattering cross section; and the integrated amounts
of molecular oxygen, ozone, and total atmospheric molecules
above that altitude (Byrne et al. 1990). We calculate the ultra-
violet flux that penetrates into the antarctic stratosphere by
using the solar flux incident on the top of the atmosphere given
by Brasseur and Simon (1981); the cross-sections given by Buc-
chia, Megie, and Nicolet (1985); the U.S. Standard Atmosphere
(1976) number densities for molecular oxygen and total mol-
ecules; and the ozone number densities measured above the
South Pole by Komhyr, Oltmans, and Grass (1988) extrapo-
lated to 75 kilometers assuming the Standard Atmosphere scale
height for ozone.

The result of the calculation for a solar zenith angle of 67°,
which approximately corresponds to the solar angle at the
South Pole near the austral-summer solstice, is shown in the
figure for altitudes of 25, 30, and 35 kilometers. The ultraviolet
intensity in the range of 200-300 nanometers is attenuated by
the Hartley band absorption of ozone, which has a maximum
absorption cross-section near 255 nanometers and a minimum
near 200 nanometers. It is primarily the Hartley band absorp-
tion which drastically reduces the ultraviolet intensity from
300 to 255 nanometers. The ultraviolet intensity in the range
of 180-200 nanometers is attenuated primarily by absorption
in the Schumann-Runge bands of molecular oxygen, with a
minimum absorption cross section in the bands at 200 nano-
meters. As a result of the minima near 200 nanometers in the
absorption cross sections of oxygen and ozone, the atmosphere
is partially transparent to a narrow range of solar wavelengths
from approximately 190 to 230 nanometers. This atmospheric
"window" region allows these wavelengths to penetrate deeper
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Solar flux in the ultraviolet wavelength range of 180-300 nano-
meters incident on the top of the atmosphere (curve labeled "Top")
and the solar flux that penetrates to the 25-, 30-, and 35-kilometer
altitude levels at the South Pole for a solar zenith angle of =67°.
(km denotes kilometer. nm denotes nanometer. CM -2 Si nm1
denotes per square centimeter per second per nanometer.)

into the stratosphere than the surrounding wavelengths. Byrne
et al. (1990) have shown that the window region wavelengths
are primarily responsible for the photoemissions from balloon
instrumentation.

The antarctic balloon campaigns planned for the austral sum-
mer of 1991-1992 will be conducted at different latitudes, and
the balloons will possibly traverse many latitudes during their
flight durations of several days or weeks. In addition, the
balloons from each campaign will float at different altitudes,
and balloons typically fluctuate in altitude about their respec-
tive equilibrium float altitudes by as much as a few kilometers.
Hence, the balloon instruments will be exposed to highly vari-
able amounts of photoemitting ultraviolet as a function of solar
angle (diurnally and latitudinally) and altitude. The balloon
campaigns planned are as follows.
• The South Pole Campaign conducted by the University of

Houston and University of Maryland, in which a series of
10 zero-pressure balloons will be launched from Amundsen-
Scott Station and will float at a 32-kilometer altitude for
durations of up to 4 days.

• The Polar Patrol Balloon project conducted by the National
Institute of Polar Research of Japan and collaborating sci-
entists, in which two zero-pressure balloons will be launched
from Syowa Station and will float at about 30 kilometers for
long durations of up to 3 months.

• The Extended Life Balloon Borne Observatories conducted
by the University of Washington and collaborating institu-
tions, in which eight superpressure balloons will be launched
from McMurdo Station and will float at 26 kilometers for
durations of up to 3 months.

Each of the balloon campaigns will employ similar payload
instruments, double-probe electric field detectors, which are
commonly used for stratospheric electrical measurements. Byrne
et al. (1990) have shown that double-probe measurements are
prone to be contaminated by photoelectric emissions.

In summary, we have observed the contamination of elec-
trical measurements in the stratosphere using balloonborne,
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double-probe systems by photoelectric emissions. The solar
ultraviolet radiation responsible for the photoemissions are
primarily those in the range of 190-230 nanometers. At these
wavelengths the atmosphere is partially transparent, allowing
a large flux of energetic photons to penetrate deep into the
stratosphere. In future antarctic balloon campaigns which will
employ double-probe instruments, photoemissions may intro-
duce variations in the electrical measurements as functions of
solar angle and altitude that may be misinterpreted as diurnal,
latitudinal, or altitudinal variations of a geophysical nature.
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